Our own New Years Honour must go to Mervyn Hoyle for raising
£588 for Marie Curie this year alone.

The donations you gave to Macmillan Cancer Support in lieu of
Christmas cards totalled £84, many thanks to all.

Best wishes Clive and Sue Danks

Best wishes Ken and Sheila

Seasons Greetings Mary and Peter

Happy New Year John, Alison and Amy
Happy New Year Bill and Janet Robinson

Happy Christmas to one and all
Carol and Arnold

Best wishes Norma and Bob

All good wishes 2012 Harold and Edith.

Best wishes to all from Andy, Louise and Tom

Have a great New Year Sheila and Andy

All best wishes Brem and Jenny
Les Gammon

Happy Sevening New Year
Rick and Pamela Bishop

A Great organisation Terry McGrath

Happy New Year Ros and Barbara

Happy Christmas Maurice and Julie Palmer
Christine and Graham Davies send beat wishes to Hospices all over the country.
Best wishes Anthony and Ros
Happy 2012 from Lesley and Keith

Best wishes Sandra and Malcom
and also good wishes from Clive Bevson?? (sorry I can`t read it )

Wishing our Chairman a peaceful New Year.

Firstly, a Happy New Year to all our readers and I trust you all enjoyed a peaceful
Christmas break.
You will have recently received the latest ‘Grey’ mag along with the Calendar of
Events and another entry form for the 90thAnniversary of the Austin 7 at Warwick
School on 20th to 22nd July. This form only commits MA7C members to an initial
£10 (unless you wish to camp and that’s another £10 per night), BUT it does give
the organisers some idea of how many might attend. Please send this off as soon as
possible, it will generate a second form which gives more details and reasonably
requires more answers and probably a request for yet more commitment.
Regarding the Calendar, there are many other motoring events springing up all over
the area. Please keep the club informed of any that you have enjoyed in past, so
that other members can join you, either on site, or even en route to the event. Some
of these events have been included in this and previous newsletters, so keep your
eyes open. If we had a volunteer as Social Secretary, he /she might be able to
coordinate MA7C presence at events such as these.
Talking about volunteers, we need some more names to support the running of the
Warwick event Road Run on Saturday 21st July which is a MA7C responsibility
and we also need names of volunteers to help in the marshalling of the whole
event. This later responsibility is shared with all participating clubs and will, we
understand be timed and not too onerous.
I cannot imagine that there are many light fingered cooks or crooks amongst our
ranks, but the talk at the February meeting, by store detective, Richard Papworth,
might either generate some useful tips or more likely a healthy respect for the law!!
Thank you to the Editor for finding this speaker.
As you will read elsewhere in this newsletter, sadly John Cookson passed away on
29th December, after a courageous battle against cancer. John joined MA7C at
Stanford Hall in September 2007. He quickly determined what he wanted to build.
A tired Ruby surrendered much into an Ian Yates Ulster body. He spent much time
on the web and on the phone, seeking advice and opinion from the many friends, he
made through the MA7C network. For several years John and his family have been
‘sweepers’ on the Cotswold Runs.
12 members of the club, including Tom
Langham in his Burghley, attended John’s Cremation Service along with family
and many friends. Some members of the club have promised to complete his
project, so that his daughters may enjoy the car he planned for them. He will be
sadly missed.
Our thoughts, too, are with Pete and Sandra Francis and their family, following his
recent hospitalisation and we wish Pete all the very best.
Here’s to a busy and enjoyable Austineering 2012
ATB Brem

Club Nights
January….. THE Alternative Bring and Buy
Bring your unwanted gifts, bric a brac and those unloved
“treasures” for The Team to sell for club funds. We can`t do this
without YOU.

February….. Richard Papworth our speaker relates

anecodotes of his time as a store detective.

Come along and enjoy the evening. We need your support.

March….. Bring and Buy A7 style!
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

April 1st ……. Austin’s to Brighton ( See letter later in mag.)
May 25th New date for Stanford Hall May 25th MA&C event
June 23rd- 24th East Somerset Railway event (See ad)
July 8th…… Coughton Court MA&C event
July 20th – 22nd 90th Celebrations. See advert later in mag.
July 28th-29th Classic Nostalgia at Shelsley Walsh

East Somerset Railway Event 23rd-24th June.

The railway at Shepton Mallet have been in touch with what sounds like a
great event if you are in the area. There will be a wide range of exhibits and
of course rides on the railway, and much more.
For details contact Graham Boulton mr.ochre@hotmail.co.uk or visit the East
Somerset railway website.

I have had this wrapper for sometime, can anybody shed any light on how old or
anything?

STEERING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
A tiny morsel more of the Big 7 restoration.
On a sunny spring day opening the shed where all the bits are stored gives this smell of old car
and oil. So what’s next? With so many complicated procedures to do it is often nice to do a
quick fix to boost the moral. The chosen piece this time was the steering wheel and what starts
as a nice Sunday afternoon task helped along with a BBQ and the odd shandy ends up as a two
week job.
The steering wheel is a plain steel rim with grip ridges and a three spoke boss cast in aluminium
for the centre. My wheel had a horrible plastic cover and so this was removed to find that all the
coating was cracked and peeling away. Underneath was a pitted and rusted rim with a white
powder coating the aluminium, so much for a quick wipe down.
Further research shows that the steering wheel had a smooth finish and the examples I have seen
look like a brown shade of black if there can be such a thing. I believe the original finish may
have been celluloid. To recreate this effect I considered powder coating but was concerned that
the fine splines which grip the steering shaft may become clogged going on previous
experiences.
The decision was to mask of and the restoration began. Wire brush rust off and treat with rust
cure. Put on rubber gloves and use finger to massage fine filler into pitted areas. Rub down and
repeat until satisfied with clean contours. High build primer is the applied and rubbed down until
satisfied again. Apply regular primer and the rub down with 1200 grit wet and dry. Apply a
colour coat and finish with a clear lacquer. The thickness of the paint give a nice feel and look.
This is now wrapped in bubble wrap until fitting in about five years!!!!

John Richardson

This is NOT a recommendation you must see for yourself. ED
I have been given a card for A. STAFFORD who is advertising A7 headlights at £145 a
pair.
Details. 48 Ashby Rd, Tamworth, B79 8AD
Tel.0187 64992

Austin 7 Anecdotes
Published !
Over 200 A7 anecdotes and other items of
intrigue, humour, amazement and variety;
a few are even shocking.
A5 publication of 64 pages with numerous illustrations.
£5 each + £1 UK P&P. (Europe £2; NZ/Aussie £2.75 airmail)
Only a limited number – so ensure you have yours before
stocks run out.
Signed copies + £2 (optional but all good for the charities).
Proceeds to Cancer Research & Water For All.
Available from
Jen Dunford, 280 Church Rd, Frampton Cotterell, Bristol BS36 2BH.
Cheque payable to J Dunford, please. Advisable to enclose your address and email or phone number in case stocks
depleted.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

WANTED

Wanted SECRETARY please contact Brem or any member of the committee. If you can
help, even for a short time, please have a go.
Wanted , any body who went on the Boxing Day run to write an article or
send photos please.

A typical photo of KenTurner and John Cookson watching Tom Langham with interest.
It is with great sadness that I have to inform you of the death of John after a brave
fight against illness. You may remember I billed him as the “guardian angel of the
Cotswold Run” after he helped us and our tourer last year. Just typical of John, a man
of many talents.
Our thoughts go to his family at this time.
But he will live on through his car, which he was working on even when he was ill. Now
a group of MA7C friends plan to get the car on the road to enable his daughters to keep
the Cookson spirit alive.
ED.
Thank you Ian Dunn for the photo.

*****************************************************

Such strange weather; last winter freezing, this year perplexing. So taking advantage, we set out
in the ’23 Chummy for the VSCC gathering at Much Marcle in Herefordshire, hood down (it’s
quieter that way), the roads peaceful.
First stop after ½ a mile when one of the fittings holding the passenger’s sidescreen to the top of
the door fractured, and the screen flew off like a Red Arrow onto the A435. Lucky the road was
so quiet. As there was no spare at home we carried on, the passenger still cheerful.
Next stop near the Severn bridge below Worcester when the driver’s hat also flew off. With such
little natural protection to the cranium we were lucky that the aviating hat was recoverable and
not floating toward the Bristol Channel. Both now a little less cheerful. Will these airborne
occurrences happen in threes? Fortunately not.
The pub car-park was crammed with pre-war cars of amazing variety, from Austin 7 downward,
perhaps a 100 cars, and the “moderns”, relegated to the roadside verges, stretched for ½ a mile,
either side. After a quick recce of the assembled machinery, the driver selflessly sacrificed the
sidescreen fitting and top sliding attachment from his own screen to restore the disabled one,
stressing to the management that it was going to be much, much colder on the way back but that

he would somehow manage, provided there was to be a good ration of warming libations on their
return home. The things we do!
Warming stuff was also available, in quantity, at the adjacent licenced premises, though I was
reminded of Beatrix Potter’s stay at The White Hart while visiting Salisbury Cathedral in 1895;
“The cooking is not so handsome as the bill”.

How good to chat to old friends and criticize their cars. I was intrigued by the “Morris-Spyker”,
a late ‘20s chassis from Oxford with circular radiator and vintage-style saloon coachwork from
someone’s vivid imagination, a real jolie laide (a woman whose ugliness contributes to her
attraction). But soon it was deemed wise to return, the forecasted wet weather now overdue.
Fortunately it remained so, just long enough, and we had a lovely drive back through picturesque
Herefordshire and over the Malverns, British Camp car-park still crammed with cars and the
returning walkers staggering but satisfied. Over-rated, this exercise lark.
Avoiding that breezy Worcester bridge, we went back through Upton on Severn where their
bridge has recently been at the centre of scandal. It should have been repainted a modest blue
with yellow detailing, and while I agree that the immodestly bright yellow bridge with blue
detailing hardly compliments the quaint little town, like a Jet Garage on a large scale, you would
think someone might have noticed before it was finished.
Made it home and not so cold as the previous occasion when frost arrived before we did, and the
Seven completed the 100 mile round trip perfectly, let down only by that faulty weld and loosefitting tweed. And the home cooking was handsome indeed.

Robin Boyce

Sorry to keep banging on about it but……..
This is a very serious plea.
Wanted SECRETARY wanted SECRETARY please contact Brem or
any member of the committee. If you can help, even for a short
time, please have a go.

AUSTINS TO BRIGHTON
90th ANNIVERSARY OF THE CELEBRATION RUN

Sunday, 1st April 2012
Open to ALL pre-war Austins
Dear Club Secretary,
In the spirit of the event we have invited all pre-war Austin Clubs to participate and help
celebrate the 90th Anniversary of the Austin Seven by joining us in a demonstration run from
London to Brighton.
I have been asked by the event committee to pass on a cordial invitation to all of the Austin
Clubs who have members taking part to have a free Club Stall (max 12' frontage) at Madeira
Drive to advertise your club where you can display membership information and club shop items.
You may even wish to use the area as a focal point for your members to gather socially at the end
of the run and collect pre-ordered spares from your internal spares operation.
Please let me know by email at secretary@austinsevenownersclub.com if you wish us to reserve
an area for you by Sunday 25th March 2012. We look forward to seeing you there adding to the
great atmosphere created by the estimated 1000 plus Austin enthusiasts and supporters who will
be there together with the Mayor of Brighton and our ever entertaining walking Regis Jazz Band.
Best Regards,
(Secretary Austin Seven Owners Club – London)
Directors: H. Annett (Chairman) • R. Cross (Secretary) • D. McLaren (Treasurer)
************************************************************************************

Terry’s Tip of the Month

AN AID TO CLUTCH REPAIR

This is a modification to the clutch to make assembly and dismantling of the clutch cover/pressure
plate much easier and fitting the mousetrap springs stress free. The objective is to hold the
cover/pressure plate assembly together whilst dismantling the clutch without straining the
mousetrap springs on a 4 speed clutch or springs flying apart on a 3 speed. You can carry out this
modification when relining the clutch or any time you have access to the clutch.

When the clutch cover and pressure plate are dismantled, drill three equidistant holes 5.5mm
diameter in the clutch pressure plate, then place the pressure plate onto the cover plate and mark
these hole centres on the inside of the cover plate. Drill three pilot holes through the clutch cover.
Tap the 5.5mm holes 1/4 BSF, drill out the pilot holes in the cover plate to 9mm. These are
clearance holes for the three spring compression bolts we are about to make.

Take three 5/16 x 2” BSF set bolts, reduce the ends to ¼” diameter for 3/8 of an inch and thread
1/4 BSF. This gives you a shoulder to lock the bolts into the pressure plate.

Fit a 5/16 BSF nut and plain washer to the bolt and run the nut up to the bolt head – the washer
needs to be fairly thick so that it does not distort.

To assemble pressure plate and cover, place pressure plate flat on the bench, fit clutch springs in
the plate, stand clutch levers vertical and drop cover over levers onto springs. Check all springs are
properly located. Fit your three compression bolts through the cover and screw into pressure plate
tight. Screw down the three nuts evenly to compress the springs- tighten down until fully
compressed. This drops the levers and makes it easier to fit the mousetrap springs. The whole
assembly can now be fitted to the flywheel. Once bolted up the compression nuts can be released
gradually and the clutch plate centred. Do not forget to remove the bolts!

Terry Griffin

WINDING UP THE NEXT PART OF THE BIG 7 RESTORATION
GET A HANDLE ON THINGS by John Richardson
Well, back to grumpy old man pet hate subject “ The cost of re-chroming.” Being a
Yorkshireman I am naturally careful with the money but re-chroming costs make you reach for
the heart pills!! You may have been in the same situation, what do you do with your door
handles? The base metal on many is mazzac which is then chromed, all seem to go the same
way – pitted and dull.

I have been assured that they can be returned to new but at a cost. I thought that £125. 00 per set
was not unreasonable. Infact the chrome plater thought this was very unreasonable because that
was the cost per handle.
After much chuntering I have found that Paul Beck can supply a set of exterior replica handles
for about £120.00. The interior window winders and door lock pulls are of the same scalloped
design but to the best of my knowledge no one reproduces these. I contacted Richard from
Classic Chrome Solutions and discussed the problem, after some convincing he said if I were to
produce a good pattern he would do a trial for me.
I took the above examples and made them into patterns by sanding, filling and painting them.
Richard took a rubber mould and then a wax pattern. This was duly turned into a high quality
brass part, which was polished and chrome plated. I think the results speak for themselves. In
the high-speed world of car restoration this process took about four months and so the
completion date for my project keeps going backwards!!
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EDITORIAL
Rosy Pugh
The review of exemptions from the MoT test for historic vehicles is our most important
story in this edition and once again we are asking for readers’ help. Please do let us
have your views on the consultation: we have given the link to the document and then
ask for your opinion of it via our website survey. Because of the short timescale this
survey will necessarily be exclusively on the website as it is the only way we will be
able to analyse the findings before the consultation closes.
We were delighted to meet members from around 66 clubs at our AGM in October and
there was also an opportunity to meet many more of our member clubs at the NEC in
November – we were kept very busy indeed on all three days at the latter. It is always a
pleasure to be able to put faces to the names on our database and it made both events
most enjoyable.
As this is the last newsletter of 2011, on behalf of the board I wish all our members and
supporters a very merry Christmas and happy motoring in the New Year.

WELCOME
Roger Wrapson
The success of the Federation’s conference now behind us, we can reflect on the
significant fire power that is available to us to deal with the frequently complex issues
that beset our industry. The issue of ethanol in fuel, as an instance, has been a
Federation ‘hot potato’ for some time which we’ve unravelled, discussed, researched
and brought to a manageable conclusion to the benefit of all enthusiasts. The fact that
some fettling to your pride and joy may still be necessary only serves to illustrate the
complexity of the issues. Release of the results of the Federation’s practical research
into additives to prevent corrosion in due course will further compliment the
Federation’s reputation of getting to grips with problems and finding solutions.

The following two articles are by courtesy of the Dorset Austin7 Club
TRACKING YOUR CLASSIC CAR
WINTER SALE PRICE £99!
You can easily add the latest GPS security tracker to your classic car. With just two wires, positive and
negative, installation is not difficult and it doesn't matter whether the vehicle is positive or negative earth.
The tracker has an internal aerial so there is no need for extra wiring, and its small size makes it easy to
conceal. The transformer will run from a 6 volt system as well as 12 volts so the tracker can be fitted to
older vehicles. With a big thank you to a member of the Triumph and BSA Owners’ Clubs we now have
the tracker capable of being powered by a 6 volt electrical system either positive or negative earth.
STOCKADE is a self-monitoring GPS security tracker which uses the GPS navigational system to
determine its position and then communicates this information to up to five mobile phones using text
messaging. The tracker is magnetic and can be easily positioned so that it can receive both GPS and
mobile phone signals. You can telephone the tracker at any time to ask it where it is and it will send you a
text message with its co-ordinates.
The price is £99 for FBHVC club members with the password gertie1972. Plus there are no annual fees.
Visit our web site and see STOCKADE in operation on the video www.rbs-propertymarking.co.uk.
Best regards, Stan Ratcliffe, Director. 01474-350-883.
Thanks to Ian Mason-Smith for sourcing this useful bit of kit.
Visit the club website on www.da7c.co.uk 6

Anti freeze
When we buy antifreeze for our cherished old cars we go for the best; well, I did and perhaps
mistakenly so.You see them on the shelf and look for the one that says it will give you the best
protection. We look to “compliant with BS 6580 suitable for all cars from
1990 onwards, complies with (various) manufacturers safe standards” with the best in-car life of, say,
five years. And, not forgetting the price, it’s three pounds or so more expensive than the bottom shelf
stuff, so it must be good. And then we tip it in - bad move! Let’s look further; until this year the
labeling was not so explicit and that’s when I started looking, thanks to prompting from Uxbridge and
District Classic Vehicle Society (U&DCVS) and to the Rolls Royce Enthusiasts’
Club. I had in my cars, Austins from 1926 onwards and the 1966 3. 8 Jag, the so called “best stuff”
and it was orange. And that’s the first clue: I had one of the old containers, but scant information was
given as to what was inside apart from the usual complies to
BS this and that, approved by various associations and a warning not to drink it or pour it down the
drains. Going to the various motor part factors I was surprised at the lack of knowledge or
information and all but one recommended it for my cars as being the “best stuff”. Only at Halfords
where a little girl said “hold on I don’t know, but I will ask my technical department on Monday”.
Monday came and just after the lunch break she called back. The answer “Don’t use it, it will strip
various alloys out of the lead solder, lead bushes etc, it’s only meant for very modern cars!”
Well there you are. So, in older cars where lead, lead solder, lead alloy bushes, graphite/lead water
pump lubricated rope are used, expect trouble. One to avoid is “Organic Acid Technology” (OAT);
they are normally orange. They are longer lasting, having an incar life of five years and are cheaper
to make. Another one to avoid is the “Hybrid Organic Acid Technology” (HOAT) antifreeze:
Daimler/Chrysler’s one is orange and Ford’s is yellow. Also avoid the “Nitrate Organic Acid
Technology” for as it says it’s an OAT with Nitrates added.
The one to use in our older cars is, and this is supported by Halfords technical department, the older
“INORGANIC ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGY” (IAT) ANTIFREEZE, normally blue in colour and often
referred to as “conventionally inhibited”. It has only a two year in-car life and is normally ETHYLENE
GLYCOL (EG) BASED.All the above are BS 6580 compliant. Apparently the OAT antifreezes will

also attack conventional silicongasket sealing compounds, Hylomar and its derivatives,the traditional
rubber and fabric based water hoses and so on. There is one downside in using EGbased antifreezes,
they are very toxic. 30ml can be fatal in adults and 4ml will kill a cat! If you want to be safe, green
and environmentally friendly you should use a Propylene Glycol The U&DCVS suggest Fernox
Alphi II, but I have not come across any of this stuff. Apparently it can be obtained from plumbers
merchants.* A post script; you are advised not to put either the AIT or the OAT antifreezes down the
drains, so I called my local domestic refuse tip and asked where I can safely dispose of the old stuff;
they had no idea whatsoever of what I was talking about.
Tony Mealing (A7OC) with very many thanks – Ed.

***************************************************************
Austin a family affair
We all start a New Year with resolutions and high expectations and the Danks
household is no exception. Christmas was very much a family occasion with no time
spent in the garage but as 2012 unfolds spare time could once again be allocated
for work in the garage.
Last year the Committee decided in its wisdom to award me ‘enthusiast of the
year’……… probably due to the amount of time I spend buried in workshop manuals
and discussion the minutiae of one type of component against another, Susan (my
long suffering wife) would probably elevate the title to Anorak of the Century, and
she is probably right. When I agreed to write these articles a little over a year ago
I said to Brem and Andy that members would have enough after 12 episodes and I
would bow out in 2012, however the TT is still in the process of construction and
we have other ‘Austin projects’ in the pipeline so unless there is an outcry of
enough is enough I hope to keep the storyline going for at least the next few
months with a new addition – ‘Terry’s Tips’
Terry Griffin is a good friend of Colin and myself and has assisted considerably on
the rebuild of the TT engine. Those of you who are members of the Pre-War Club
will be aware Terry has won the Bert Hadley Sprint and Hill Climb Trophy this year
with 10 out of 10 wins in his stunning handbuilt single-seater. At the award
ceremony in January he was asked the secret of his success; his reply……..attention
to engineering detail and simple hard work.
Terry Griffin winning Gurston Hill Climb over Colin.

Terry has agreed to write a few tips on how to get the best out of your Austin or
simply how to make tricky jobs easier. ( Terry`s Tips are earlier in the magazine in
case you missed them ED)
Members will recall the problems I had with the RK’s brand new clutch mechanism
failing at the first MOT well to solve the age old problem of assembly and
dismantling the clutch and those tricky mousetrap springs Terry has hit upon a
simple but very effective solution, but more of that later.
I still need to spend some time preparing the RK for the full season but for 2012
the majority of time will be spent on the TT replica. In December I almost
finished the rolling chassis in preparation for the engine and gearbox to be fitted
in January. All was going to plan until we ran across a brake problem…… or should I
re-title it ‘break problem’. Whilst TT is a replica we are working to combine
authenticity and safety (for racing). The 1930 TT was raced on coupled 1¼” cable
brakes with thin pressed steel drums………. in short totally ineffective for the
Brookland’s banking or Ards. Why not try to marry the earlier braking mechanism
with later Girling cast drums with the nib on the back cut off?
After a wasted day on the lathe trying to re-contour the drum so it didn’t foul the
brake shoes or back-plate it was on the phone to Arthur and Ken to see if they had
any thoughts. Using the later heavier pressed drums improves the strength of the
brakes then I tried a pair of part-worn 34 Ruby cast drums – immediate success. I
think there may be mileage in recasting the 1934 drums. They would make a simple
but very effective refit for worn or heavily scored steel drums significantly
improving the braking efficiency on the majority of early cars.
The engine and gearbox are now finished and have spent time being tested on
Terry’s test bench. The Solex MOV 30 carburettor and careful porting means the
engine quickly picks up power and should be a potent powerhouse in the future.
January will be spent completing the installation of the engine and transmission so
that by February hopefully we can begin work on the body.
Well back to work in the garage.
Clive (and Colin)
Note from Ed.
I didn`t realize until recently what a job Bob Bickley does for club members with regard to
vehicle registration at Swansea and how much time it takes. He happened to come to “our
neck of the outback” to help a couple with registration of their car. I know there is a small
charge for this but I think (and John Hamilton before him) must be amongst the unsung
heros of the club keeping cars “alive”. I know he will be very embarrassed, sorry Bob but
you are doing a great job and I know there are lots of club members who value this service.
Apologies to Brian Thompkins who sent me photos of the Autumn Leaves Run,
I would like to print them with others as a look back to last year if anyone else can Email
any.

Entries need to be in by 1st May.

Did you know? Can you help?

Secretary wanted for MA7C

A letter from our President.
The Blast from the Past in the last Newsletter recalls events and persons before the
MA7C itself came into being (circa May 1970). Before which we were the Midlands
Austin Seven Register Group.
The 750MC had started the National Register of Austin Sevens and in 1963 held a Rally
at Beaulieu. This attracted many A7 lads in the Midlands Centre of the 750MC and in
1964 formed into the Midland Register Group within the Midlands Centre.
The Midlands Centre 750MC ran the Inter Centre Driving Tests at Stanford Hall in 1963
– it was not an A7 Rally. It was to run again in 1964 and Bryan Halladay was organising
it. By then the Austin Seven Register Midlands activity was growing and in discussions
with Bryan he pointed out there “was lots of space at Stanford Hall why don’t you have
an Austin Seven gathering and concours.” It took place with around two dozen cars.
The following year it was repeated as a pure Austin Seven Rally by the Midlands
Register Group. It has been repeated every year since with the MA7C taking it over in
1970.
So, next to some persons mentioned. In 1997 I wrote a Short History of the MA7C. If
you do not have a copy Webmaster Rick Bishop tells me he has put it on the Club
website. So if you press the right buttons it’s still available. Research for this article has
led to the discovery that the MA7C is a bit older. In it is reference to the first members
list (1971) and at that time only three members were original – Robin Boyce, John
Wilcock and myself. Sadly John died a while ago but I’m sure many of you will
remember him well. Robin is still a member and we know he’s currently the editor of the
A7CA Grey Magazine. I wonder if the Bodger lies a sleeping beauty! So what of the
others?
Hugo Blankenbijl returned to the Netherlands before the MA7C was formed. He still has
the 1925 Chummy. Terry McGrath, Les Gammon, Mike Tebbett and Barry Whitehouse
are no longer members. Terry is currently campaigning an Amilcar Riley in VSCC
events. Les still has the short chassis Box Saloon that has served him so well – he
occasionally comes to the Old Sills, sometimes with Terry. Mike still has his Mulliner
Saloon – he started and keeps the Mulliner Register. Barry rejoined the club a few
years back and was looking for an A7 but seems to have lapsed. Dave (Hank)
Chatterton is a club member and still into A7’s.
So to the A7CA. It was formed in January 1969. The Pre-War A7 Club was a founder
member, the MA7 was not. We were there but still the Midlands Austin Seven Register
Group. The MA7C was formed in 1970 and we joined the A7CA as a separate club in
July 1970. If you do look up the MA7C history please make adjustments with the new
dates.
You will see the Club is in fact over 41 years old and still thrives. We run on around 160
members and each of you, I’m sure, are keen and enthusiastic to be involved. However
the Club does not run itself. You all know the current officials and Committee members.
I therefore find it hard to believe that from longstanding to new members no one is
prepared to become the Club Secretary. So come on, let’s have one of you
volunteering and joining us on the Committee. You’ll probably find you’ll enjoy being
involved at the top of the Club.
John Ward, Hon President

The “official” Photo of the MA7C stand at the NEC,

pretty good eh?
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Ian Devey, 25 Robin Hood Crescent, Hall Green, Birmingham, B28 0BN
TREASURER:

Tel: 0121 244 7409

Email: the_deveys@yahoo.co.uk
SOCIAL SEC:

Elaine Devey 25 Robin Hood Crescent, Hall Green, Birmingham, B28 0BN

Tel: 0121 244 7409

EDITOR:

Lesley Marriner, 202 Ashby Road, Hinckley, LE10 1SW

Tel: 01455 636926

Email : marrinerkl@yahoo.co.uk
MEMBERSHIP:

John Roberts, 18 Oaktree Lane, Cookhill, Warwickshire, B49 5LH

Tel: 01789 765349

SPARES:

Arthur Davies, 164 Crabtree Lane, Bromsgrove, B61 8PH

Tel: 01527 872908

REGALIA:

Sheila Turner, Rowan Cottage, IIlmington Road, Blackwell, Shipston on Stour, CV36 4PE

Tel: 01608 682463

D.V.L.A.Sec

Bob Bickley, 78 Pamela Road, Northfield, Birmingham, B31 2QH

Tel: 0121 624 9654

WEB MASTER

Rick Bishop, Home Straight, 4 Reynard Close, Redditch B97 6PY

Tel: 01527 404946

Email: rick.bishop@virgin.net

Club Registered
Address in
England & Wales

Midlands Austin Seven Club Ltd. 25, Robin Hood Crescent, Hall Green, Birmingham B28 0BN

Registration
Number: 6803165

